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Abstract: Using the navigation signal transmitted by GNSS (global navigation satellite system), satellites for tide level monitoring comprise one of the important research fields of GNSS marine remote
sensing. Regarding the problem that GNSS-MR (multipath reflectometry) technology only uses
carrier SNR (signal noise ratio) data, resulting in the lack of SNR data for early CORS (continuously
operating reference stations) stations, it is impossible to carry out tide level inversion. In this paper,
a method of tide level inversion based on triple-frequency geometric ionospheric free combinedphase observations instead of SNR is proposed. The simultaneous interpretation of GNSS satellite
observations from the sc02 station in Friday Harbor in the US is carried out and compared with the
traditional GNSS-IR (interference and reflectometry) tide-inversion method. The experimental results
show that the tide level inversion method proposed in this paper has the same tide level trend as the
measured tide level trend. The accuracy evaluation shows that the RMSE value of tide level inversion
is 15 cm and the correlation coefficient r is 0.984, which verifies the effectiveness of this method for
tide level monitoring and expands the method of GNSS tide-level monitoring.
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1. Introduction

Academic Editor: Atsushi Mase

The GNSS (global navigation satellite system) was originally designed to provide
users with positioning (P), velocity measurement (V), timing (T), and other services. In the
positioning process, it is affected by the reflected signal of the surrounding environment,
resulting in the carrier-phase value estimated by the receiver deviates from the real value,
and the positioning accuracy has never been reduced, which is the multipath effect of the
global positioning system. With the deepening of GNSS research, surface remote sensing
monitoring technology based on the GNSS multipath effect, GNSS-MR (GNSS multipath
reflectometry) technology, has been developed internationally. At present, this technology
has been widely studied in soil moisture inversion [1], deep monitoring [2], reservoir and
river water level monitoring [3], and marine tide level monitoring [4].
The classical GNSS-MR theory uses the signal-to-noise ratio of the navigation satellite
in the low-altitude area, removes the trend through quadratic fitting, extracts the frequency
value of the periodic term through the Lomb–Scargle spectrum analysis method, and then
obtains the effective inversion height from the antenna phase center to the sea surface. In
reference [5], the airborne receiver is used to receive the sea-surface reflection signal for
sea-surface height inversion, and the RMSE (root mean square error) of airborne GNSS-R
tide level monitoring is 10 cm. GNSS-R technology requires the erection of two antennas,
which increases the equipment cost. In view of this, the authors of [6,7] have been carried
out the research on the multi-path value and measured carrier signal-to-noise ratio of the
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receiver; a physical model for height measurement using SNR, that is, classical GNSSMR technology, has been proposed; and this method has been used to study snow-depth
monitoring. Subsequently, the authors of [8–10] carried out inversion research on soil
humidity, snow-depth change, and ocean tide level and developed corresponding GNSSMR software. In view of the fact that GNSS-MR technology only uses SNR data, when
using GNSS for snow-depth monitoring, the authors of [11] proposed a method of snowdepth inversion with an L4 signal without geometric distance. Due to the interference of
the ionosphere, the inversion accuracy of this method is low. In reference [12], to tackle
the poor accuracy of snow-depth inversion caused by ionospheric interference in the L4
method, a triple-frequency snow-depth inversion method without geometric distance and
ionospheric phase combination is proposed and compared with the classical GNSS-MR
method, and the same classical experimental results are obtained.
At present, the research on tide level inversion using gnss-mr technology is based
on navigation signal signal-to-noise ratio data, and there is a lack of tide level inversion
research using more abundant navigation signal carrier-phase observations. Moreover, for
early CORS stations, some GNSS receivers do not provide navigation signal-to-noise ratio
data. Therefore, carrying out tide level inversion using carrier-phase observations can better
enhance the universality of GNSS tide level monitoring. Based on the above problems,
this paper carries out the research work of tide level inversion based on triple-frequency
combined-phase observations, so as to provide a new method for GNSS tide level inversion.
2. The Basic Principle of Tidal Inversion
2.1. Multipath Signal and Carrier-Phase Offset

Appl. Sci. 2022, 12, 4983

Affected by the sea-surface multipath effect, the sea-surface reflected signal causes
the measured carrier signal-to-noise ratio of the receiver to produce periodic oscillation
in the low-altitude angle region of the satellite. It also makes the measured carrier-phase
value produce a small (millimeter level) periodic variation of carrier measurement offset;
the frequency of signal-to-noise ratio periodic term and the periodic variation frequency of
carrier measurement offset are related to the height variation between the antenna phase
center and the sea surface. The former is the theoretical basis of classical GNSS-MR tide
level inversion, and the latter is the theoretical basis of this method.
Figure 1 shows the basic model of tide level inversion of the shore-based receiver. In
the figure, H represents the height from the antenna phase center to the reflecting surface,
also known as the effective inversion height; h is the vertical height from the celestial center
phase center to the datum of the tide gauge station; and θ represents the altitude angle of
the satellite.

3

Figure 1.1.The
inversion
model.
Figure
Thetidal-level
tidal-level
inversion
model.

The amount of phase delay generated by the reflected signal received by the rece
compared with the direct signal satisfies the following relationship:
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The amount of phase delay generated by the reflected signal received by the receiver
compared with the direct signal satisfies the following relationship:
δϕ =

4πh
sin θ
λ

(1)

where h is the height from the antenna phase center to the sea surface, λ is the carrier
wavelength, and θ is the satellite altitude angle.
The direct signal of satellite Sd can be simplified as the following formula:
Sd = Ap(t) sin(2π f t)

(2)

where A is the signal amplitude, of which p(t) is the exclusive or sum of ±1 data code
and pseudo code, f is the carrier frequency, and the reflected signal of the direct satellite
direct is
Sm = αAp(t − τ ) sin(2π f (t − τ ) + δϕ)
(3)
where α is the reflection coefficient, t is time variable, τ is the propagation time delay, and
δϕ is the phase delay represented by Equation (1). The satellite signal actually received by
the receiver can be expressed as
S(t) = Ap(t) sin(2π f t) + αAp(t − τ ) sin(2π f (t − τ ) + δϕ)

(4)

When S(t) performs a correlation operation with the copied C/A code inside the
receiver, the phase deviation θe of the detected synthetic signal compared with the direct
signal satisfies the following equation [13]:


αR(t − τ ) sin δϕ
(5)
θe = arctan
R(t) + αR(t − τ ) cos δϕ
R(t) is the autocorrelation function of C/A. If the difference between R(t − τ ) and
R(t) is ignored, the above formula can be simplified as


sin δϕ
θe = arctan −1
(6)
α + cos δϕ
Affected by the fact that the receiver antenna can only receive right-handed circular
polarity signals, α << 1. Therefore, the above formula can be further simplified to the
following equation:
4πh
θe = α sin δϕ = α sin(
sin θ )
(7)
λ
It can be seen from Equation (7) that the carrier-phase offset changes periodically
with the sinusoidal value of the satellite altitude angle, and the frequency is related to the
wavelength of the satellite signal and the height from the antenna phase center to the sea
surface. Because the carrier-phase offset is difficult to directly separate from the carrierphase offset, the triple-frequency combined-phase observation resolution carrier-phase
offset is used in this paper.
2.2. Triple-Frequency, No Geometry, and No Ionosphere Combination
The triple-frequency combined-phase observation is defined as the linear combination
of the carrier-phase deviation of three bands [12]:
e1 (t) − λ2 φ
e2 (t)) + λ2 (λ2 φ
e2 (t) − λ5 φ
e5 (t))
M1,2,5 (t) = (λ25 (λ1 φ
1
2
2
e
e
+λ2 (λ5 φ5 (t) − λ1 φ1 (t)))/(1m )

(8)

where λ1 = 0.1902937 m, λ2 = 0.2442102 m, and λ5 = 0.2548280 m represent the waveei represents the sum of the
lengths of L1, L2, and L5 carriers of GPS, respectively. φ
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superimposed value of the carrier-phase value of the direct signal and the carrier-phase
offset of the multipath reflected signal, which satisfies the following equation:
ei = ϕi (t) + β i (t)
φ

(9)

where, the following table represents specific band signals. In this paper, assuming that
the antenna gains of three different frequencies are exactly the same, Equation (8) can be
further written as the following equation:
e1 + k2 φ
e2 + k5 φ
e5
M1,2,5 (t) = k1 φ

(10)

where
ei (t)
φ
k1

= 2π ϕi (t) + β i (t)
= λ1 η1 , k2 = λ2 η2 , k5 = λ5 η5

η1
u

5
5
2
1
=
, η2 = 1m
, η1 =
2
1m2
= k1 N1 + k2 N2 + k5 N5

( λ2 − λ2 )

( λ2 − λ2 )

(λ22 −λ21 )
1m2

(11)

After the linear combination of the three carrier-phase observations of GPS, the linear
distance between the satellite and the receiver, the ionospheric delay, and the convective
layer delay is effectively eliminated. Since the combination amount U of ambiguity has no
effect on the periodicity of the carrier-phase offset, the triple-frequency combined-phase
observations can be regarded as the linear combination of the carrier-phase offset of the
triple-frequency bands, and Equation (10) can be further written as the following equation:
M1,2,5 (t) = k1 β 1 (t) + k2 β 2 (t) + k5 β (t)5

(12)

The effective wavelength of the combined phase is

λ1,2,5 =

η
η
η1
+ 2 + 5
λ1
λ2
λ5

 −1

= 465.005 m

(13)

Like the classical GNSS-MR tide level inversion principle, the frequency of the triplefrequency combined-phase observation value that varyies with the sinusoidal value of the
height angle is linear with the effective inversion height. The difference is that the tide
level height value needs to be observed in advance for a period of time to establish a linear
model between the effective inversion height and the triple-frequency combined-phase
observation value.
The sinusoidal value of the height angle is a variable with unequal spacing, so it is
impossible to extract the frequency information from the triple-frequency carrier-phase
combination observation value by fast Fourier transform. Therefore, the Lomb–Scargle
spectrum method is used to extract the frequency value of the combined signal in this
paper. The algorithm is as follows [13,14]:
h
i2 h
i2 
0j
0j

0 j ) cos ω ( t − τ )
0 j ) sin ω ( t − τ ) 


(
φ
−
φ
(
φ
−
φ
∑
∑
n
n
n
n
1
Px ( f ) = 2
+
(14)

2δ 
∑ cos2 ω (tn − τ )
∑ sin2 ω (tn − τ )


where φ0 j and δ2 are the mean and the variance of the triple-frequency combined-phase
observations, respectively, and ω is the angular frequency.
3. Example Analysis
In this paper, the satellite observation data of the sc02 station in Friday Harbor Port,
Washington, USA are selected for experimental verification. The sc02 station is subordinate
to the plate edge observation PBO network of the “earth scope” of the United States. It is
built near the sea and equipped with a Trimble netr9 geodetic receiver. It can accept the
sea-surface reflection signal in the sea-surface direction at the direction angle of 45◦ ~220◦ .
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accept the sea-surface reflection signal in the sea-surface direction at the direction angl
of 45°~220°. The height h of the antenna phase center is 5.389 m. A tide-gauge station i
built near the station, which can provide tide level data once every 6 min. Figure 2 show
The height h of the antenna phase center is 5.389 m. A tide-gauge station is built near the
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Figure 4. Periodic diagram (a) The triple-frequency combined-phase observation and (b) the LombFigure 4. Periodic diagram (a) The triple-frequency combined-phase observation and (b)the LombScargle spectrum; sin e is the sinusoidal value of the satellite altitude angle e.
Scargle spectrum; sin e is the sinusoidal value of the satellite altitude angle e.
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The tide level inversion model is established based on the satellite observation data
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3.2. Using the Model to Retrieve Tidal Level

According to the model established in 2.1, when the frequency value of the triplefrequency combined-phase observation value of the satellite in the sea-surface reflection
area is determined, the effective inversion height h can be obtained from formula (15), and
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According to the model established in Section 2.1, when the frequency value of the
triple-frequency combined-phase observation value of the satellite in the sea-surface reflection area is determined, the effective inversion height h can be obtained from Formula (15),
and then the sea-surface height hr can be obtained from antenna height h and hr = H − h.
Based on the above basic theory and the tide level inversion model, the tide level of
the sc02 station on 16 August and 31 August 2020 in the Friday Harbor port is inversed in
this paper. In order to facilitate simultaneous interpreting with the traditional GNSS-MR
tidal-level inversion method [15], a comparison is made. At the same time, GNSS-MR
technology is used to retrieve the tide level of the Friday Harbor port. The results are
shown in Figure 6. In the figure, the solid line is the measured tide level change curve
of the tide-gauge station, the brown scattered point is the tide level value retrieved by
the GNSS-MR technology, and the green scattered point is the tide level value retrieved
by the algorithm in this paper. The tidal dispersion retrieved by this algorithm changes
8 of 11
periodically with the change of the tidal level height, which shows that this method
can
monitor the tidal level and the GNSS-MR technology.

Figure 6. The tide level inversion method of the triple-frequency combined-phase observations, the
Figure 6. The tide level inversion method of the triple-frequency combined-phase observations, the
tidal-levelinversion
inversionresults
resultsofofthe
the
GNSS-MR
technology,and
andthe
themeasured
measured
tide
level
change
curve.
tidal-level
GNSS-MR
technology,
tide
level
change
curve.
The
vertical
axis
h
represents
the
tide
height;
the
horizontal
axis
T
indicates
the
inversion
time.
r
The vertical axis hr represents the tide height; the horizontal axis T indicates the inversion time.

By subtracting the measured tidal level from the inversion value, the inverse tidal level
By subtracting the measured tidal level from the inversion value, the inverse tidal
deviation scatter map can be obtained in Figure 7, where the horizontal axis represents the
level deviation scatter map can be obtained in Figure 7, where the horizontal axis
time in hours, while the vertical axis represents the inversion deviation value in meters. The
represents the time in hours, while the vertical axis represents the inversion deviation
brown scatter points represent the tide level inversion deviation results of the GNSS-MR
value in meters. The brown scatter points represent the tide level inversion deviation
technology, and the green scatter points represent the tide level inversion deviation results
results of the GNSS-MR technology, and the green scatter points represent the tide level
of this algorithm. It can be seen that the deviation values of the tide level inversion of the
inversion deviation results of this algorithm. It can be seen that the deviation values of the
GNSS-MR technology and this algorithm are −0.5~0.5 m. Figure 8 further shows these
tide level inversion of the GNSS-MR technology and this algorithm are −0.5~0.5 m. Figure
two methods. It can be seen from the figure that the deviation of the tide level retrieved by
8 further shows these two methods. It can be seen from the figure that the deviation of the
these two methods is normally distributed, and it is the influence of the noise interference.
tide level retrieved by these two methods is normally distributed, and it is the influence
The Figure 8 is the histogram of the statistical distribution of the tidal deviation of two
of the noise interference.
methods, which are the triple-frequency combined inversion of the tide level method (a)
and the GNSS-MR inversion (b).
The Figure 9 analyzed the results and obtained the relationship among the height of
GNSS-MR tide level inversion method, the height of triple-frequency combined method,
and the tide level height. The longitudinal axis hr indicates the tide level height of the
inversions; the horizontal axis h indicates the measured tide level height of the tide gauge
station in the Figure 9.
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value in meters. The brown scatter points represent the tide level inversion deviation
results of the GNSS-MR technology, and the green scatter points represent the tide level
inversion deviation results of this algorithm. It can be seen that the deviation values of the
tide level inversion of the GNSS-MR technology and this algorithm are −0.5~0.5 m. Figure
8 further shows these two methods. It can be seen from the figure that the deviation of the
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of the noise interference.
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Figure 7. The inversion of the tide level by the triple-frequency combined tidal tide-inversion method
Figure 7. The inversion of the tide level by the triple-frequency combined tidal tide-inversion
and GNSS-MR, respectively. Bias represents the difference between the inversion tide point value
method and GNSS-MR, respectively. Bias represents the difference between the inversion tide 9point
oftide
11
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time
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time
of the
level
inversion.
tide
level
inversion.

Figure 8. The histogram of the statistical distribution of the tidal deviation of (a) triple-frequency
combined inversion of the tide level method and (b) the GNSS-MR inversion.

The Figure 8 is the histogram of the statistical distribution of the tidal deviation of
two methods, which are the triple-frequency combined inversion of the tide level method
(a) and the GNSS-MR inversion (b).
The Figure 9 analyzed the results and obtained the relationship among the height of
GNSS-MR tide level inversion method, the height of triple-frequency combined method,
and the tide level height. The longitudinal axis hr indicates the tide level height of the
inversions;
the
horizontal
axis
h indicates
the measured
tidedeviation
level
height
oftriple-frequency
the tide gauge
Figure8.8.The
The
histogram
the
statistical
distribution
thetidal
tidal
deviation
of(a)
(a)
triple-frequency
Figure
histogram
ofofthe
statistical
distribution
ofofthe
of
station
ininversion
the Figure
9.
combined
inversion
ofthe
thetide
tidelevel
levelmethod
methodand
and(b)
(b)the
theGNSS-MR
GNSS-MRinversion.
inversion.
combined
of
The Figure 8 is the histogram of the statistical distribution of the tidal deviation of
two methods, which are the triple-frequency combined inversion of the tide level method
(a) and the GNSS-MR inversion (b).
The Figure 9 analyzed the results and obtained the relationship among the height of
GNSS-MR tide level inversion method, the height of triple-frequency combined method,
and the tide level height. The longitudinal axis hr indicates the tide level height of the
inversions; the horizontal axis h indicates the measured tide level height of the tide gauge
station in the Figure 9.

Figure 9.
9. The
The relationship
relationship between
between the
the height
height of
of the GNSS-MR
GNSS-MR tide level inversion method/triplemethod/tripleFigure
frequency
frequency combined
combined method
method and
and the
the tide
tide level
level height
height of
of the
the tide
tide gauge station.

In this paper, root mean square RMSE and correlation coefficient r are used as the
evaluation criteria for the accuracy of the tide level inversion, and the accuracy of the
triple-frequency combined-phase observation tide level inversion method and the GNSS-
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In this paper, root mean square RMSE and correlation coefficient r are used as the
evaluation criteria for the accuracy of the tide level inversion, and the accuracy of the triplefrequency combined-phase observation tide level inversion method and the GNSS-MR tide
level inversion method are evaluated, respectively. The results are shown in Table 1. The
RMSE value of the inversion tide level of the triple-frequency combined-phase tide level
inversion method is 16.2 cm, and the correlation coefficient with the measured tide level is
0.977. The RMSE value of the GNSS-MR tide level inversion is 15.7 cm, and the correlation
coefficient with the measured tide level is 0.981. It can be seen that the inversion accuracy
and the correlation coefficient of the triple-frequency combined-phase tide level inversion
method are approximately the same as those of the GNSS-MR tide level inversion method,
which further proves the effectiveness of the triple-frequency combined-phase inversion
tide level method.
Table 1. A comparison table of the inversion results.
Method

RMSE/m

Bias/m

Correlation
Coefficient R

Inversion
Points

Triple-frequency combination
GNSS-MR

0.162
0.157

0.005
−0.008

0.977
0.981

309
418

4. Conclusions
With the continuous development of global positioning systems and the deepening
of research, ground-based remote sensing monitoring using navigation satellite signals
has become one of the most important research hotspots, of which tide level monitoring
is an important part. For the current tide level inversion, GNSS-MR technology based on
a signal-to-noise ratio is mostly used; the signal-to-noise ratio data are not necessary for
navigation and positioning, and some receivers do not provide them. To solve this problem,
this paper proposes a method of inversion of the triple-frequency band of simultaneous
interpreting without the tidal geometry and ionosphere. The data are measured by the
observation data of the sc02 station in Friday Harbor of the United States and compared
with the traditional GNSS-MR technology tide-inversion method.
Affected by the gravity of the sun and the moon, the tide level changes periodically
with time. In this paper, the three carrier-phase observations of GPS L1, L2, and L5 observed
by the sc02 station of Friday Harbor in the United States are linearly combined to eliminate
the geometric distance and ionization measurement delay between the satellite and the
receiver. The spectrum of the combined observations is analyzed to obtain the frequency
value of the combined observations varying with the satellite height. The height from the
phase center of different antennas to the reflector and the combined-phase frequency value
are modeled once. Finally, the tide level inversion is carried out by using the combinedphase observation value and the primary model of the frequency from the antenna phase
center to the reflector that is higher than the combined phase. The experimental results
show that with the periodic fluctuation of the tide level, the tide level retrieved by this
method can correspondingly respond, and the change trend of the retrieved tide level is
the same as that measured by the tide-gauge station near Friday Harbor, which proves the
effectiveness of this method. In order to evaluate the performance of the tide level inversion
method in this paper, three performance indexes—RMSE, correlation coefficient R, and the
number of successful inversions of the tide level—are used to evaluate the performance
of the inversion results. The results show that the RMSE value of the tide level inversion
method in this paper is 16.2 cm, the correlation coefficient r of the measured tide level at
the same tide station is 0.977, and the total number of successful inversions of the tide level
is 309. In order to further analyze the performance of this method in retrieving the tide
level, this paper also uses the traditional gnss-mr technology and the observation data in
the same time period to retrieve the tide level, which is compared with this method. The
accuracy of traditional gnss-mr tide level inversion is 15.7 cm, the correlation coefficient is
0.981, and the total number of the retrieved tide levels is 418. The accuracy and correlation
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coefficient of this method are slightly lower than that of the traditional gnss-mr tide level
inversion method. The reason is that the vibration amplitude of the combined-phase
observation value is at the millimeter level and can be easily disturbed by noise. The
vibration amplitude of the SNR data used for gnss-mr is usually between 10 dB and 40 dB,
which has stronger anti-interference. Therefore, the traditional method is slightly better
than the method in this paper, but the inversion accuracy and the correlation coefficient are
similar. The reason why the number of tide levels successfully retrieved by this method
is less than that of the traditional method is that this method must require the satellite to
broadcast more than three carrier signals. For early satellites, L5 carrier signals are not
transmitted, but this has never led to the reduction of the number of inversions. Although
the inversion performance of this method is slightly worse than that of the traditional
gnss-mr method, considering that this method is aims to solve the problem that the tide
level inversion cannot be carried out when the receiver does not provide SNR data, this
method still has certain practical application value.
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